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Akito Yamamoto is your head to source for everything Crypto!You are guaranteed a genuine, no fluff, no
hype, informative read.This book contains 4 cryptocurrency related books, that are a must read for anyone
involved in the trading community.Finding books letting you know to invest your hard earned money in
cryptos is easy. Savvy investors understand that there are therefore many other better options to invest

in.Well, you have discovered that diamond. Read it in a quiet place, and learn what really goes on, and can
happen in the wonderful world of cryptos.Before investing one dime into cryptos, you owe it to you to

ultimately order this book. And become a much better investor due to it.Its intentions of it are to educate
you, and inform you on what is to be expected, instead of to provide you with overhyped analysis, that is

more fiction than reality.Akito Yamamoto is in the trenches of cryptocurrency trading, and trading.Once you
learn all of what the other part is, you will forever end up being wise to so much.The first book in the series
discusses the pros & cons of Bitcoin investing.There is another side to the coin, that people aren't be shown.
He only wants you to become a savvy trader, and make the safest decisions relating to investing.The content

inside of this book isn't made to steer you from investing in cryptocurrencies.The second book discusses
Bitcoin hacking.Yes, this is also a very dark aspect of the crypto world.This book is written in an individual
tone, with real up to date information, that's invaluable to someone just looking to get their feet wet on the

market. A must read!The fourth book discusses cryptocurrency trading & investing - & gives a few
examples of the top 5 cryptos much better than Bitcoin! Once you learn what hackers do to be able to rob

folks of their cryptos, it is possible to safeguard yourself from their website. As Bitcoin fills all the headlines
in the media. But finding books that go deep into not only the positives, but also the negative part of crypto
trading, and trading, is like finding a gemstone in the tough. There is indeed much valuable information in
this book, that you'll want to read it more than once.The 3rd book discusses why you need to NOT spend

money on Bitcoin. A lot of valuable details within this one, that's sure to offer you a leg up on the
others.Order this 4 book set, and save big time!Usually do not fall for the hype of other so called crypto

experts, who are only seeking to get you into trading directly behind them. This is the next pattern in
cryptocurrencies heading on now. Making commisions from newcomers who have no clue what they are

doing. Be aware of this, and keep your cash secure until you are comfy enough with dropping it. Because in
the wonderful world of investing, even more people need to lose, in order for a very little bit of people to

earn. This is truth.
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